You are taking away a lot from the villages. Unit 18 does not have illegal hunters going out just targeting moose with big antlers. Len Fabich is the only buyer on the lower yukon he has helped every single community from St. Mary's, Pitkas Point, Mountain Village, Scammon Bay, Hooper Bay, Chevak, Alakanuk, Emmonak, and my hometown Kotlik. Why is it said untraditional teachings to youth as well to target bulls with larger antlers? You are totally Wrong to Say that, Unit 18 has the most moose when we go out hunting we just dont shoot a moose right when we see it, we make sure it's in a great spot to catch a bull where the ground is dry and how far is the moose from the river. No one is illegally going out shooting moose just for antlers. We would see a dramatic decline in moose population if someone was going out just to shoot moose for its antlers. This proposal to take away our right of finding a shed in middle of the wild and sell it is wrong. Why do white people do it? They do it all over the nation sheds fall and are sold
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